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Translated Letter from French Police with URGENT REQUEST to destroy
evidence: All CCTV footage
Nice Attack Hoax
Posted by:
Posted on : 2016/7/22 14:11:45

Probable cause for fabrication during the attacks on Bastille day has been confirmed. Nice-Gate in
the making as mayor gets legal protection.
The chief of police wants all the footage of all cameras destroyed that recorded one of the worst
attacks in recent history against its citizens.
This begs the question, whose cameras are they and for what purpose, if not of the citizens for the
purpose of protection?
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This is a breaking bombshell that will quickly fade from people's attention since as I write a new
attack is occurring in Munich Germany.
Nevertheless and for the record, this is unprecedented since the blatant destruction of 50 CCTV
cameras on September 11 2001 at The Pentagon.
Now in France installing those cameras was a legal battle lost by those protecting the right to privacy
but compromised through terror and fear mongering, once installed they record the law abiding
citizen's every move but delete the footage for which purpose the cameras were built.

Translation to english:
--------------------------------------------------Internal Affairs Minister July 20 2016
URGENT JUDICIAL REQUISITION
From SDAT/058
Anti-Terrorist Sub-Division
Central Headquarters of the Judicial Police
Officer of the Judicial Police in the region LEVALLOIS-PERRET (Haurs-de-Seine),
In regard to Articles 53 and following of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
In regard to Article R 642-1 of penal code.
Following after the oral agreement of requisition which took place on July 15 2016,
by Mr. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX from Paris Regional Court - Section C1 terrorism
and attacks against the security of the State, and confirmed by the requisitions delivered in writing on
July 16 2016 against X.
Acting under directives of the Magistrate.
Pursuant to the provisions of Article 706-24 in the Code of Criminal Procedure.
DO HEARBY DEMAND THE REQUISITIONS DEEMED NECESSARY
For the attention of CSU in NICE
In order to procede to the following:
The complete deletion of the recordings of surveillance from the group of cameras (CCTV) all along
La promenade des Anglais which filmed the footage of the terrorist activity during the evening-night
2016. Wipe all footage recorded between July 14 2016 at 22:30 hours and July 15 00 Hours. And
most particularly the cameras listed:
.
Number 60 named PDA- FABON
Number 61 named PSGR MAGNAN
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Number 440 named PDA-CUM
Number C173 named PDA-GAMBETTA
Number 176 named PDA-WESTMISTER
Number 179 named PDA-CONGRES
As well as all others which could have taken any footage of the crime scene.
Delete all copies of recorded footage on the crime scene even outside jurisdiction.

Signed (SDAT) - The Anti-terrorist sub-directorate prosecutor.
------------------------------------------------Translated by Fernando Tognola
July 22 2016
Geneva Switzerland

Nice authorities have turned down the request of French anti-terrorist police to delete footage from
surveillance cameras and any other videos which captured the fatal truck attack on Bastille Day.
The request was sent by Anti-Terrorist Sub-Directorate (SDAT), a special police division battling
extremism, to the mayor of Nice's office on Wednesday, according to the paper.
"This is the first time we've been asked to destroy evidence [from the attack]," a source close to the
city authorities said. "The CCTV center and the city of Nice could be prosecuted for this... Also the
officers in charge of the cameras don't have jurisdiction to engage in such operations."
Le Figaro managed to obtain the copy of the document in which SDAT, citing articles of the criminal
and penal codes, demands the city authorities delete "completely" nearly 24 hours of the attack
captured on cameras on the Promenade des Anglais.
"Delete the recordings between July 14, 2016 22:30 and July 15, 2016 18:00," the documents
demands.
The anti-terrorist police named six cameras which recordings should be "particularly" deleted. Plus
the city authorities should delete any footage from any camera "that captured the crime scene", the
paper added.
Le Figaro reported that the day after the attack police demanded from the city authorities to recover
30,000 hours of CCTV-related events. A backup operation is reportedly ongoing and will take place
for several days. Le Figaro source said that the authorities are concerned for the safety of the backup
operation with this new demand.
The Prosecutor's Office in Paris later confirmed the information to Le Figaro, saying that the demand
had been made "to prevent the uncontrolled distribution of the images [of the attack]." The office
added that "of thousands of surveillance cameras" in Nice, at least 140 of them contain "interesting"
elements regarding the attack.
Anti-terrorist police, however, claim that their experts have managed to recover 100 percent of the
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information from Nice cameras.
On Friday, Nice Matin newspaper reported that the local mayor had refused to answer the call.
According to his lawyer, Philippe Blanchetier, the municipality will even ask the prosecutor to keep
these pictures "in order not to jeopardize with any other procedures that may emerge beyond the
investigation."
Since the murderous attack in Nice on July 14, numerous photos and videos have emerged in media
showing police approaching and shooting at the truck, which plowed into a crowd of spectators, or
depicting the aftermath of the Bastille Day assault.
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